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Endorsement statement by the Steering Committee of the Eastern Partnership Civil 
Society Forum for the “Joint letter of civil society representatives to the leaders of the 

European Union on vaccination in Eastern Europe” 

 

Brussels, 13 April 2021 

 

The Steering Committee of the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum joined to support a 
letter of civil society representatives on COVID-19 vaccination in the Eastern Partnership sent 
to EU leaders on 2 April 2021. 

The substantial surge in vaccinations in EU member states comes as a relief to us in these 
troubling times, a success for which the EU must be credited with. However, the fact most 
Eastern partners have yet to see vaccinations simply begin in their countries with hardly any 
prospect of improvement in the near future is both disturbing and worrying. 

Through their letter, the civil society representatives have well described the current tense 
situation and the need for the EU to follow through on the solidarity it has shown since the 
beginning of the pandemic towards the Balkan and Eastern Partnership states. 

The EU is today presented with a unique window of opportunity to come out as the main 
partner in these regions with regards to vaccines and post-pandemic recovery. That window is 
however closing, as other global actors have started filling the spaces currently left by the EU, 
well-aware of the quantity of soft power the vaccines carry. Actions must be taken swiftly for 
the EU not to lose years of progress in building strong partnerships with these countries. 

Based on the above-mentioned points, the Steering Committee of the Eastern Partnership Civil 
Society wants to affirm its full endorsement of the joint letter of civil society representatives 
and urges the EU leaders to respond to the concerns and suggestions made in it. 
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